Post-doctoral position

A post-doctoral position in mathematics is offered in the Chair "Risque émergents ou atypiques en assurance" within the Fondation du Risque. The hired applicant will conduct his/her research in the Laboratoire Manceau de Mathématiques.

The applicant will participate in the working group with Ecole Polytechnique and MMA insurance company on claim reserving and pricing. Financial mathematics on interest rate models and statistics for marked processes will be considered particularly.

Contacts
Alexandre.Brouste@univ-lemans.fr
Anis.Matoussi@univ-lemans.fr

Eligibility
Candidates must have completed a PhD in mathematics and submit a CV describing the candidate's profile and professional experience (list of publications, research topics, activities, experience with programming). Provide the email address of at least two researchers who agree to send recommendation letter.

The positions are expected to begin on September 1st, 2019.